When the barriers between imagination
and what can actually be executed go away,
true creativity happens. With CDigital Imaging,
your wallcovering possibilities are no longer
restricted by scale, hue, or a limited pattern library.

creativity unbound...
We are a new division of Colour & Design,
using digital surfacing technology to unleash
your creative inspirations. Design without
boundaries—that’s what CDigital Imaging
makes possible.

Ghost of the Mountain –
The rare and exquisite snow
leopard was an inspiration for this
collection of digital surface designs.
cdigital imaging
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Over the past several years I have
been privileged to travel extensively
and meet with many of the world’s
highest echelon of surface designers

36

level of artistic achievement has
provided a resource for many of
the elements presented within
this stylishly curated gallery.

10

I hope this collection inspires you.
Tommy Abshire
President & Creative Director
Colour & Design, Inc.
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a visually inspiring gallery
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who are rendering creative, innovative
design compositions.Their consistent
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design | medallion
wall dimension: 17’3”h x 13’11”w
hue: med101 (as shown)

med102

Medallion

The undeniable impact of Medallion
resounds throughout any space it occupies
and provides a strong visual presence.

med103

cdigital imaging
med104
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design | ribbons
wall dimension: 6’8”h x 10’10”w
hue: rib101 (as shown)

Ribbons

rib102

Sumptuous, dramatic and unwilling to
take a back seat, this motif is an active
participant in the entire spatial design.
Visual dynamism in luxury attire
is the statement here.
rib103

cdigital imaging
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design | kaleidoscope
wall dimension: 14’h x 10’5”w
hue: kal101 (as shown)

kal102

Kaleidoscope

Neutral and dynamic at the same time,
this design silhouettes simple geometric
profiles very well. Kaleidoscope serves
its simple design function with
undeniably sophisticated style.
kal103

cdigital imaging
kal104
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design | braille chevron
wall dimension: 10’h x 9’4”w
hue: chv101 (as shown)

Braille
Chevron

chv102

A celebration of concrete, the building
material of the modern age. This aged
look brings raw elegance to contemporary
spaces, and the sophisticated chevron
repeat sets off straight lines with style.
chv103

cdigital imaging
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design | nesting squares
wall dimension: 10’h x 6’10”w
hue: nsq101 (as shown)

nsq102

Nesting
Squares
We’ve all heard of this beautiful style
of ceiling, but a coffered wall is something
to behold. Nesting Squares stylishly
demonstrates just how opulent
a monochromatic palette can be.

nsq103

cdigital imaging
nsq104
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design | polaris
wall dimension: 10’h x 11’1”w
hue: pol101 (as shown)

Polaris

pol102

A textural tour-de-force. Polaris
takes simple colour palettes and amplifies
impact to 11. This design is incredibly
rich, but calm in effect. It also plays
very well in more enclosed spaces.
pol103

cdigital imaging
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design | broken lattice
wall dimension: 10’h x 13’4”w
hue: lat101 (as shown)

lat102

Broken
Lattice
Rustic yet contemporary, Broken Lattice
brings a stylish and airy asymmetrical
motif to more intimate spaces.

lat103

cdigital imaging
lat104
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design | mock croc
wall dimension: 7’h x 17’8”w
hue: crc101 (as shown)

Mock
Croc

crc102

Take a universally recognizable motif
graphically distilled to its essence,
then inject a bold pop feel and you’ve
got Mock Croc. This design is so
simple and bold, it is a statement
that cannot be ignored.

cdigital imaging
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design | aztec
wall dimension: 6’8”h x 13’8”w
hue: azt101 (as shown)

azt102

Aztec

azt103

A chic reboot on a primitive ornamental
style. Aztec shows a sense of past
culture, but with a personal confidence
to reinterpret for the present.

azt104

cdigital imaging
azt105
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design | navajo
wall dimension: 14’4”h x 9’11”w
hue: nav101 (as shown)

Navajo

This highly decorative motif celebrates
the artistic flair of a native american culture.
Navajo hearkens to a creative spirit and
appreciation for the natural world.
As this pattern is ornate, a more basic
sensibility for the overall space works well.

cdigital imaging
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design | spirograph
wall dimension: 17’h x 8’7”w
hue: spi101 (as shown)

spi102

Spirograph

Bold, but not brash, this opticallyengaging design speaks of mathematical
precision and rich visual engagement
within the space. Spirograph provides
the sense that something exciting
spi103

is sure to follow.

cdigital imaging
spi104
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design | don’t cross the line
wall dimension: 11’4”h x 11’10”w
hue: dcl101 (as shown)

Don’t Cross
the Line

dct102

Alternating perpendiculars in contrasting
palettes, Don’t Cross the Line provides
a space with clean geometry and
strong contrasting hues in a rich
visual performance.
dct103

cdigital imaging
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design | bogart
wall dimension: 27’3”h x 15’w
hue: bog101 (as shown)

bog102

Bogart

Dramatic geometry, scale, and depth,
Bogart is a design that wants to live large.
Soaring ceilings and a deep sightline really
bring this design to its full realization. The
bold slanted lines best offset simple vertical
bog103

and horizontal attributes in the space.

cdigital imaging
bog104
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design | chrysanthemum
wall dimension: 18’4”h x 12’10”w
hue: chr101 (as shown)

Chrysanthemum
chr102

No wall flower here, this design takes
a botanical element and elevates the
presentation to an epic graphic statement.
With its overlapping layers and lack
of perpendicular lines, this product nicely
sets off solid elements and simple lines.

cdigital imaging
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design | lanterns
wall dimension: 20’h x 26’9”w
hue: lan101 (as shown)

lan102

Lanterns

Incredibly dramatic yet static in nature,
this Orient-inspired design sets off
a rich foreground handsomely. All about
contrast, this motif simultaneously takes
the spotlight and sits back to allow
lan103

other elements to speak.

cdigital imaging
lan104
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design | mandala
wall dimension: 9’6”h x 11’6”w
hue: man101 (as shown)

Mandala

man102

Invite spiritual balance to your spatial
design with the beautiful Mandala.
Graphically crisp and tailored, this Hinduinspired design will propel your space
into harmonious bliss.
man103

cdigital imaging
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design | cut it out
wall dimension: 10’7”h x 10’1”w
hue: cut101 (as shown)

cut102

Cut It Out

This intense stencil pattern provides
strong interplay with light. As shown,
a blue luminescent base sits beneath
circular mottled textures. It’s a beautiful
and unnexpected backdrop.
cut103

cdigital imaging
cut104
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design | painted stucco
wall dimension: 13’h x 20’6”w
hue: stu101 (as shown)

Painted
Stucco

stu102

A tranquil horizontal ombre with
depth, Painted Stucco brings age,
earth and a strong linear backdrop
to set off your foreground.

stu103

cdigital imaging
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design | kinetic
wall dimension: 15’h x 13’1”w
hue: kin101 (as shown)

kin102

Kinetic

This highly-kinetic surface pattern
introduces a bold personality and clean
diagonal lines. Kinetic craves attention,
a feature location with symmetry in
the foreground is a surefire approach.
kin103

cdigital imaging
kin104
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design | concentric
wall dimension: 9’5”h x 11’6”w
hue: con101 (as shown)

con102

Concentric

con103

An alternating grid of concentric rectangles
sparks a dynamic interplay with linear
architectural elements and the reflective
surface pattern. Concentric inevitably
creates interesting tangents and
provides an engaging visual treat.

con103

cdigital imaging
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design | ombre trellis
wall dimension: 10’1”h x 11’9”w
hue: omb101 (as shown)

omb102

Ombre Trellis

Gothic in flavor, mature in feeling,
Ombre Trellis brings stunning patina
and rich sophistication to any affair.

omb103

cdigital imaging
omb104
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design | aurora
wall dimension: 8’8”h x 11’10”w
hue: aur101 (as shown)

Aurora

aur102

The digital era has spawned a whole vein
of abstract design. Intense colour with
mathematical plays of pattern and chaos.
A reflective mylar substrate provides
additional impact.
aur103

cdigital imaging
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design | shattered graphite
wall dimension: 15’h x 13’w
hue: gra101 (as shown)

gra102

Shattered
Graphite
gra103

Radiate a sense of adventure and style.
This statement motif turns heads
throughout any space it occupies, and
works well with strong perpendiculars.

gra104

cdigital imaging
gra105
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design | eden
wall dimension: 18’h x 21’11”w
hue: ede101 (as shown)

Eden

ede102

The larger than life floral motif
radiates with metallic accents
and bold stylized strokes. It’s
a timeless design proving that formal
need not feel old fashioned.
ede103

cdigital imaging
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design | spectrum
wall dimension: 13’10”h x 24’4”w
hue: spe101 (as shown)

spe102

Spectrum

Motion. Intensity. Technology.
Spectrum communicates without
saying a word. This feature
wallcovering easily adapts to
modern designs from any
spe103

slice of the rainbow.

cdigital imaging
spe104
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CDigital Imaging is here to push visual boundaries and expand your creative possibilities with partial or total
design development. From hue and scale adjustments of existing patterns, or unique design creations,
CDigital Imaging brings your most innovative surfacing ideas to life.

1

define your space
With our creative team, we can transform your inpirations
and ideas into stunning surface creations.

de ve lopin g the pe r fe c t

2

a simple c reative proc e s s

4

choose your substrate
It’s the final touch that results in an installation that reflects
your vision perfectly. CDigital Imaging surface options:
• Vinyls

• Window Films

create your design

• Reflective Surfaces

• Plus, any texture from our

Create, source or select an image*. Where appropriate we’ll

• Grass Cloths

use your image in its original form, or as the basis for a solution.

• Wood Veneers

Colour & Design library

Inspired, but lack specific imagery? That’s not a problem.

custom surface solution

3

Our team can develop your original designs.

execute the concept
Working together, we’ll fine tune the chosen design.

Start by contacting
your CDigital Imaging
distributor today!

cdigital imaging
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*CDigital Imaging will reproduce only verified original artwork or artwork in which an assignment or limited license is provided by the license holder.
In either case, explicit written permission must be granted to CDigital Imaging before reproduction.
All designs shown within this book are the sole intellectual property of CDigital Imaging and Colour & Design, Inc. with all rights reserved. Permission
to reproduce any designs depicted within this collection must be obtained in writing from Colour & Design, Inc.

CDigital Imaging proudly donates a percentage of
sales proceeds to organizations that support preservation
and habitat restoration of endangered wildlife
around the world.

Distributed By:

10024 Maumelle Blvd | North Little Rock, AR 72113 | 1.866.556.9255
samples@colouranddesign.com

see what inspires you at

colouranddesign.com

